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Q.1. (A) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct alternative given in 3
the brackets :
(i)
Draft committee was formed under the leadership of ................... .
(a) Dr. Rajendra Prasad (b) Dr. BabasahebAmbedkar (c)
SardarVallabhabhai Patel
(ii)

To implement the policy of liberalization, ...................... is needed.
(a) capitalization (b) privatization (c) politics

(iii)

America and its alliance came together by ...................... treaty.
(a) NATO (b) Warsaw (c) Belgrade

Q.1. (B) Match the following :
Column I
(i)
Karl Marx
(a)
(ii) Eisenhower
(b)
(iii) Nikita Krushchev
(c)
(d)
(e)

Column II
Non-Aligned Movement
Communist Manifesto
Common Sense
American President
Russian President
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Q.2.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Answer the following questions in 20 to 30 words each : (Any 2) 4
What is technology?
Which fields are going through change due to globalization?
Write the revolutionary activity of India during its freedom struggle.

Q.3.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Give reasons for the following in 25 to 30 words each : (Any 2)
European nations established their colonies in Asia.
A war fought in peace means cold war.
Nationalism started in the colonies.

Q.4.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Answer the following in 40 to 50 words each : (Any 2)
6
Explain in your own words ‘the political impact of globalization’.
Write a short note on SEATO Treaty.
How is Modern Imperialism different from Old Imperialism? Explain
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Q.5.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

PAPER - V

Answer the following in 60 to 80 words each : (Any 2)
Explain the term ‘Atomic Energy’.
Write the nature of globalization.
Explain the merits of Decolonization.
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Q.6. Fill in the blanks choosing the correct alternative given in the 3
brackets :
(i)
..................... is the core of democracy,
(a) People (b) Representatives (c) Prime Minister (d) People’s
participation
(ii)

India has adopted ...................... system of government.
(a) unitary (b) federal (c) presidential (d) limited monarchy

(iii)

In the absence of ....................., political equality can become
meaningless.
(a) affluence (b) social equality (c) country’s progress (d) vigilance

Q.7.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Answer the following questions in one sentence : (Any 3)
3
Why do some people have an attraction for army rule?
State any one way of people’s participation.
In which respect is the Indian society diverse?
What measures the government of Maharashtra has taken to ensure
increase in the representation of women?
What is regional inequality?

(v)

Q.8. State whether the following statements are true or false with
reasons : (Any 2)
(i)
No society is uniform in all respects.
(ii) Higher the initiative, weaker the democracy will be.
(iii) Diversity does not create an atmosphere favourable to democracy.
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Q.9. Answer the following questions in 25 to 30 words : (Any 1)
(i)
Explain why it is said that the nature of government is complex.
(ii) Explain the dual nature of the questions before democracy.
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